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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, natural disaster specifically flash flood have frequently 
caused major properties damage and life casualty, due to unconscious of rapid water 
level rising in the flood prone area. A water level monitoring system, is a crucial 
component that can prevent the unawareness during monsoon season, a real-time 
alerting system equipped with range sensor and audio visual mechanism possibly 
will be the solution for this problem. This project proposed an idea for the 
application for public interest to measure the escalation of water level by using 
ultrasonic sensor. The sensor is placed vertically to the lateral water surface 
connected to the ultrasonic sensor controlled by microcontroller to measure the 
distance of the water. Whenever the water reach certain level, the ultrasonic sensor 
will transmit the signal and the level is calculated using an appropriate formula. 
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CHAPTER I 
PROJECT BACKGROUND 
1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
Recently, drastic climate changes effected from thinning of ozone layer causing 
the melting of polar ice cap has raised the sea level that leads to weather abnormality. 
Abnormality such as mega hurricane that caused billions of dollars in property damage 
and thousands of life casualties has struck few nations of the world. Flash floods is one 
of the minor abnormality that also caused damage to the publics, but the impact is rather 
preventable. As the name given flash flood comes rapidly without any signs, if the flood 
struck during the time humans in the most vulnerable state the probability of casualty is 
considered highly plausible. 
Hence, the objective ofthis project is to create a complete system that provide an 
alert for the locals living in the flood prone area. The system alert consist of three aspects 
alerting through visual alerts audible alerts and close proximity alert (i.e. smartphone 
through SMS). 
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With the changing of the technologies, the production plant especially in the food 
industries will have to begin developing critical methods to improve the idea of making 
the production process going really fast and efficient. Our country has also been involving 
greatly in the production of the liquid packaging whereby the liquid level controller is a 
must have item in the system. The liquid level controller is not just limited to food 
industries but they are also widely used in many other sectors where liquid level control 
is involved. The industrial applications include liquid-level sensing in transport tanks, 
storage tanks and water treatment tanks, and also in the petrochemical industries for 
sensing liquids such as petrol, diesel and other fuels. Besides that, liquid level 
measurement is also used in household applications including electronic devices such as, 
water dispensers, water evaporators, steamers, heating systems, washing machines, steam 
irons, juice squeezers and automated-coffee machines. 
Table 1.1: Application of the liquid level controller in various sectors 
Application Materrilall Aesist a.nce (On ms) 
Agricul.b.lrall .J'..nnnnClT11i Uir1f"l N itw.a.:lre- "'IBK 
l:>airy Eq,ui p rnent M i'lk 1 K 
MaterJall H larn.dling Ce.TTllen.t: Sh.onry 5K 
Food & Oookimg C o orn Syrup 45K 
E qtilpnnent C:::.ke Elat:ter 5K 
Pumpi ng Eq;uipJ'T'Ilent Flre.sih Vllater 5K 
Sa'lt Vllate..- 2.:2K 
Vend i n g Equ ipmef'lt: Coffee :2.2 K 
Firui:1t .J'u ice 1 K 
HVAC IA Concllernsat:e Wa.t:er "'I B K 
There has been a huge success where many liquid level controller devices are 
developed and each of them has different characteristics which allow them to be used in 
different kind of situation. Liquid level sensors are generally defmed as the sensor used 
for detecting level of liquids or interfaces between liquids such as solids and liquids or 
water and oil. They are also known as a transducers or integrated systems with 
instrumentation control capabilities. This kind of sensor plays an important role in several 
of industries and also consumer applications. Some level controller sensor measurement 
systems are made to adhere with various parameters such as wide range of applications, 
high accuracy needs, and system installation requirements and practices. 
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The approach here is to apply the ultrasonic sensor to control and measure the 
level ofthe liquid. The liquid level controller is an ideal solution for liquid level problems 
in dangerous locations such as the sewage, waste water, chemical and ground water pump. 
Hence, the designation of an improved system of water level controller is necessary to 
achieve the target. The general operation of the liquid level controller using ultrasonic 
sensor starts where the controller sends electric or pneumatic signals to the local control 
system, main control system or to the automated control valve directly. They are used for 
controlling the level of liquids in the applications of industrial refrigeration like liquid 
separators, flood evaporators and intermediate receivers. The controller communicates 
with the transmitter which measures the level of liquid continuously in the reservoirs. 
They are ideal for both non-conductive liquids such as oil or diesel and conductive liquids 
such as water. This project is intended to invent a liquid level controller for appropriate 
needs that might be useful for industrial and consumer's needs. 
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Figure 1.1: A water level measuring system 
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